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1/5 Dresses Pattern design
Textile pattern design.
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Solution

Pattern design for a small personal
textile project resulting on a Prêt-à-
porter collection.
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2/5 Dresses Pattern design
Textile pattern design.

Explain how and why you created this work. Was it for a specific brief, etc.?

Oh well, I always wanted to work with fabrics and have my illustrations printed on adorable
dresses but never had the opportunity before, so i decided to make my dream come true by
creating it myself. The need to make these project started with a Jovoto open call, i actually end
up printing two of the designs that i made for it (Ophelia, the blue one and Amelia, the doodle
one)
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3/5 Dresses Pattern design
Textile pattern design.

What were you trying to express?

I was trying to merge my two loves (portraits and fabrics) into the same project. I tried to make
every dress different so i could give a proper personality based on the cut and style of each
dress.
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4/5 Dresses Pattern design
Textile pattern design.

Is it 100% your original work?

Yes it is 100% mine.
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5/5 Dresses Pattern design
Textile pattern design.
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Creative's profile

María Solias
Visual Artist
Bogotá, Venezuela

Creative's top 5 skills

Illustration, Textile Design
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